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Mature democracies such as the United States are generally believed to be better at making foreign policy than other regime types. Especially, the strong civic institutions and robust marketplaces of ideas in mature democracies are thought to substantially protect them from severe threat inflation and “myths of empire” that could promote excessively risky foreign policy adventures and wars. The marketplace of ideas helps to weed out unfounded, mendacious, or self-serving foreign policy arguments because their proponents cannot avoid wide-ranging debate in which their reasoning and evidence are subject to public scrutiny.¹

The marketplace of ideas, however, failed to fulfill this function in the 2002–03 U.S. foreign policy debate over going to war with Iraq. By now there is broad agreement among U.S. foreign policy experts, as well as much of the American public and the international community, that the threat assessments that President George W. Bush and his administration used to justify the war against Iraq were greatly exaggerated, and on some dimensions wholly baseless.

Postwar revelations have made clear that President Bush and top officials of his administration were determined from early 2001 to bring about regime change in Iraq.² It was not until the summer of 2002, however, that they began

---


their public campaign to generate support for preventive war to achieve this objective. They made four main arguments to persuade the public of their case against Saddam Hussein: (1) he was an almost uniquely undeterrible aggressor who would seek any opportunity to kill Americans virtually regardless of risk to himself or his country; (2) he was cooperating with al-Qa’ida and had even assisted in the September 11, 2001, terrorist attacks against the United States; (3) he was close to acquiring nuclear weapons; and (4) he possessed chemical and biological weapons that could be used to devastating effect against American civilians at home or U.S. troops in the Middle East. Virtually none of the administration’s claims held up, and the information needed to debunk nearly all of them was available both inside and outside the U.S. government before the war. Nevertheless, administration officials persistently repeated only the most extreme threat claims and suppressed contrary evidence.

Most important, the marketplace of ideas failed to correct the administration’s misrepresentations or hinder its ability to persuade the American public. The administration succeeded, despite the weakness of the evidence for its claims, in convincing a majority of the public that Iraq posed a threat so extreme and immediate that it could be dealt with only by preventive war. Overall, this policy debate resembles what Stephen Van Evera calls “non-evaluation”: that is, a debate in which little real evaluation takes place because those in power ignore or suppress assessments from internal sources that might contradict their preferred policy, and use their ability to influence political and media agendas to focus public attention on their own arguments at the expense of attention to external criticisms.

The question now is, why was this threat inflation so successful? The answer has both theoretical and policy implications. Although the Iraq debate is certainly not the first instance of threat inflation in the United States or other democracies, it matters whether this episode should be considered an uncommon exception to the rule that democratic marketplaces of ideas can usually restrain
policies based on dubious claims and rationales, or whether there is a risk of repeated equally severe failures, perhaps with much higher costs for U.S. national security.

Understanding the limits of threat inflation has become especially important because of the Bush administration’s adoption of a preventive war doctrine, which substantially expands the potential, compared with previous U.S. grand strategies, for involving the United States in multiple military adventures. This in turn greatly increases the possible consequences if democratic processes and the marketplace of ideas fail repeatedly to weed out exaggerated threat claims and policy proposals based on them. Although conquering Iraq could not do much to improve U.S. national security because the supposed Iraqi threat was mostly chimerical, the costs have been remarkably serious considering the weakness and unpopularity of the opponent and the short time that has elapsed. These include the direct costs of combating the ongoing resistance, damage to the United States’ reputation among publics worldwide, and increased support for Islamist views similar to those of terrorist groups such as al-Qa’ida. Some observers argue that other major powers, including U.S. allies, are already seeking ways to balance against U.S. power and that further military adventures comparable to Iraq would accelerate this process.

Assessing the risk of future failures of the marketplace of ideas requires an explanation of the causes of the failure in the Iraq case, which is the purpose of this article. Five factors appear critical in having determined the outcome.

First, democratic political systems may be inherently vulnerable to issue manipulation. The logic of the marketplace of ideas in foreign policy is based on the proposition that median voters have strong incentives to scrutinize expansionist arguments and reject those that seem to serve only narrow interests or risk weakening, rather than strengthening, national security. There is reason to believe, however, that median voter logic can often be bypassed by elite manipulation of how issues are framed in debate. In this case, the critical manipulation involved redefining the threat posed by Hussein from containing

regional aggression to deterring direct terrorist attack on the United States. Second, the Bush administration benefited from its control over the government’s intelligence apparatus, which it used to distort the public record by selectively publicizing favorable analyses while suppressing contrary information. Third, the White House enjoys great authority in foreign policy debate, which, in the Iraq case, gave it a credibility advantage over independent critical analyses regardless of the strength of the critics’ information or analyses. The authority advantage of the presidency also enhanced the administration’s ability to manipulate the framing of the issues. Fourth, the countervailing institutions on which the marketplace of ideas theory relies to check the ability of those in power to control foreign policy debate—especially the press, independent experts, and opposition parties—failed to do so, and may generally lack the power to fulfill the functions that the theory expects of them. Finally, the shock of the September 11 atrocities created a crisis atmosphere that may have reduced public skepticism about both diagnoses of threats and proposed solutions.

We cannot predict the future based on a single case. Yet because the first four of these five critical factors are embedded in the structure of the American political system, the implication is that we should not be confident that similar failures will not be repeated in the future.

The remainder of this article is organized into four sections. The first section describes the Bush administration’s efforts to inflate alleged threats posed by Iraq and evaluates the validity of their claims. The second section describes the success of the administration’s threat inflation in swaying U.S. public opinion, while the third seeks to assess why the marketplace of ideas failed. The final section discusses potential implications for the likelihood and scale of possible future failures.

**Threat Inflation in the Iraq Debate**

Assessments of threat normally involve some ambiguity. Threat inflation, as opposed to ordinary conservatism, can be defined as (1) claims that go beyond the range of ambiguity that disinterested experts would credit as plausible;\(^{11}\)

---

11. This is essentially the same as Snyder’s definition of myths of empire: “Assertions [that support adventurist foreign policies] that would lose credibility if their claim to a basis in fact or logic were exposed to rigorous, disinterested, public evaluation.” Snyder, *From Voting to Violence*, p. 55 n. 14.
(2) a consistent pattern of worst-case assertions over a range of factual issues that are logically unrelated or only weakly related—an unlikely output of disinterested analysis; (3) use of double standards in evaluating intelligence in a way that favors worst-case threat assessments; or (4) claims based on circular logic, such as Bush administration claims that Hussein’s alleged hostile intentions were evidence of the existence of weapons of mass destruction (WMD) whose supposed existence was used as evidence of his intentions.\textsuperscript{12} Administration exaggerations of the Iraqi threat during 2002–03 qualify on all four grounds. The errors did not result from mistakes by U.S. intelligence agencies. Rather, top officials knew what policy they intended to pursue and selected intelligence assessments to promote that policy based on their political usefulness, not their credibility. Deputy Secretary of Defense Paul Wolfowitz came close to admitting as much in May 2003 when he stated, “We settled on the one issue that everyone could agree on, which was weapons of mass destruction, as the core reason.” An unnamed administration official came still closer when he told an ABC News reporter, “We were not lying [about Iraqi weapons]. But it was just a matter of emphasis.”\textsuperscript{13} As an intelligence official who supported the war described it, “You certainly could have made strong cases that regime change was a logical part of the war on terrorism, given Baghdad’s historic terror ties, but that didn’t have enough resonance. You needed something that inspired fear.”\textsuperscript{14}

**DETERRING HUSSEIN: SADDAM THE MADMAN**

Prior to 2002, the main challenge in U.S. policy toward Iraq was framed as containment of potential regional aggression, and a general consensus existed that containment did not require regime change. Few experts doubted that Iraq had been deterred since the 1991 Persian Gulf War, or that the vast military superiority of the United States could deter it, as would be expected for almost any other midsized state. Yet most agreed that Hussein could be contained. This consensus included some Bush administration officials. Condoleezza Rice, who would become Bush’s national security adviser, wrote in 2000, “If they

\textsuperscript{12} For a more expansive list of threat inflation tactics, see Jane Kellett Cramer, “Sounding the Tocsin Redux: Persistent Patterns of Threat Inflation,” University of Oregon, Eugene, Oregon, March 2004, pp. 5–7.


\textsuperscript{14} Quoted in Jason Vest, “Wrong Target,” *American Prospect,* online edition, April 1, 2004.
[the Iraqis] do acquire WMD, their weapons will be unusable because any attempt to use them will bring national obliteration.”15 Similarly, in February 2001 Secretary of State Colin Powell expressed confidence that Iraq could be kept contained.16 Arguments by Iraq hawks that containment would fail, leading to a “destabilizing effect on the entire Middle East,” made almost no impact.17

As long as the debate was framed in this way, attempts to argue that Iraqi WMD programs required preventive war would have faced an uphill battle. Instead, during 2002–03 administration officials sought to redefine Hussein as not an ordinary regional despot careful to protect his power, but an evil madman bent on the destruction of the United States and willing to run virtually any risk to himself or his country to fulfill this goal.

In September 2002 President Bush declared, “The first time we may be completely certain he has nuclear weapons is when, God forbid, he uses one.” In March 2003 he asserted, “The danger is clear: using chemical, biological, or, one day, nuclear weapons provided by Iraq, the terrorists could one day kill hundreds of thousands of people in our country or any other.”18 In making the administration’s case for going to war, Secretary of State Powell asked the UN Security Council in a speech on February 5, 2003, “Should we take the risk that he will not someday use [WMD] at a time and a place and in a manner of his choosing? . . . The United States will not and cannot run that risk for the American people. Leaving Saddam Hussein in possession of weapons of mass destruction for a few more months or years is not an option, not in a post–September 11th world.”19

17. Letter to President Clinton signed by Donald Rumsfeld, Paul Wolfowitz, Richard Perle, and 15 others, Project for the New American Century, January 26, 1998. The most they were able to obtain was a small congressional appropriation of ($97 million) for the Iraqi National Congress, an exile group based in London. Vernon Loeb, “Congress Stokes Visions of War to Oust Saddam; White House Fears Fiasco in Aid to Rebels,” Washington Post, October 20, 1998.
The administration’s claims about the supposed threat Hussein posed were not backed by evidence. An October 2002 Special National Intelligence Estimate concluded that Hussein was unlikely to initiate an unprovoked WMD attack against the United States.20 Officials did not present a serious rationale for the administration’s position: they failed to address the question of why even a nuclear-armed Hussein would be unfazed by the United States’ ability to defeat him conventionally or to retaliate for any Iraqi use of WMD.21

The administration benefited, however, from parallel claims made by friendly analysts, most important Kenneth Pollack, whose book persuaded numerous moderates and liberals who would not have otherwise trusted threat assessments emanating from the Bush administration.22 Pollack argued that Hussein was “one of the most reckless, aggressive, violence-prone, risk-tolerant, and damage-tolerant leaders of modern history,” even “inadvertently suicidal.” He also claimed that Hussein believed that “possession of nuclear weapons would deter [the United States] from taking action against him” over any regional aggression, regardless of U.S. military superiority.23

Pollack infers his model of Hussein’s thinking mainly from seven allegedly unwise or risky decisions the Iraqi dictator took between 1974 and 1993. On examination, however, none provide strong support for the idea that Hussein was unusually reckless, and most do not support it at all.24

According to Pollack, Hussein “made his first catastrophic foreign policy


24. Pollack’s views in the book are virtually opposite to those he expressed prior to September 11. He used to argue that containment was workable and that Hussein could be expected to react sensibly to threats to his hold on power. In 1999 Pollack wrote, “The real and pressing challenge [is] not whether to abandon containment for a better alternative—there is none—but rather how to shore it up.” Daniel Byman, Kenneth Pollack, and Gideon Rose, “The Rollback Fantasy,” Foreign Affairs, Vol. 78, No. 1 (January/February 1999), p. 24.
miscalculation” in 1974 by abrogating the autonomy agreement that had ended the 1969–70 Kurdish rebellion, a foolish move because “Saddam simply assumed that the shah [of Iran] would stay out [of the conflict].” When Iran supported the Kurds, “Saddam panicked.” “Fear[ing] that the shah intended to march on Baghdad,” he thus had to accept a “humiliating” peace to save the Iraqi regime.  

Iraq, however, was in a hard position not mainly of its own making. Neither Iraq nor the Kurds had honored the 1970 agreement—the rebels because with Iranian backing they did not need to, and the government because it could not surrender to the rebels’ demands for control of the oil around Kirkuk and for their own independent army. Iran’s involvement was part of a larger campaign to assert influence throughout the region. From 1966 onward Iran, assisted by the United States and Israel, funneled arms to the Kurds to help undermine the Baghdad regime. In 1969 Iran unilaterally abrogated the 1937 treaty that gave Iraq ownership of the Shatt-al-Arab waterway at the head of the Persian Gulf. Hussein extricated Iraq from the crisis at relatively low cost; in return for half of the waterway, Iran abandoned the Kurds, whom the Iraqis then crushed. 

Second, Pollack writes that in 1976 Hussein, having made “no assessment of risks or costs,” entered a border confrontation with Syria. He was rescued from likely military defeat only when the Arab League ratified Syrian control of Lebanon, allowing him to back down without loss of face. Actually, the main dispute concerned Syria’s damming of the Euphrates River, and Iraq successfully coerced Syria into releasing the same water flow as before.

26. Pollack does not provide evidence on Hussein’s expectations about Iranian escalation or which side the main initiator of the 1974 fighting was on. On these events, see David McDowall, A Modern History of the Kurds (London: I.B. Tauris, 1996), p. 337.
28. Pollack, The Threatening Storm, p. 258, writes that Iraqi forces were not “logistically prepared to mount an offensive across the breadth of the Syrian desert to reach Damascus or other Syrian population centers,” but he does not provide evidence that Hussein had such plans.
Third, in 1980 when Hussein invaded Iran in the midst of its revolution, he underrated Iran’s capacity for resistance, which Pollack deems “another colossal miscalculation that nearly cost him everything.”30 This assessment overstates both the error and the risk. Most of the world’s major powers made the same misjudgment, and several—including the United States—supported Iraq in the war because they saw Iran as the greater threat to regional peace.31

Fourth, Pollack asserts that Hussein probably could not have been deterred from invading Kuwait in August 1990 because he had “made up his mind that he was willing to fight the world’s only remaining superpower” and that “he believed he could defeat the expected American response.”32 Pollack bases this speculation on interviews given by Iraqi Foreign Minister Tariq Aziz in mid-1991 in which Aziz provided two contradictory arguments as to why the war should be blamed on the United States. Aziz had an obvious motive to blame anyone but his own regime, however, and his claims should not be considered credible.33 Pollack does not explain why he chooses to believe Aziz on this issue, though not on others such as Aziz’s many denials over the years regarding Iraqi WMD and aggressive intentions.

There is no good reason to doubt the conventional understanding of this incident, namely that Hussein was misled by a series of U.S. official statements that the United States did not consider itself obligated to defend the territorial integrity of Kuwait. The most famous was Ambassador to Kuwait April Glaspie’s “green light” of July 25, 1991, when she told Hussein just eight days before the invasion that the United States had “no opinion on the Arab-Arab conflicts, like your border disagreement with Kuwait.”34 On July 31 John Kelly, assistant secretary of state for Middle East affairs, repeated this position to Congress; the same week the State Department spokeswoman, Margaret Tutwiler, echoed these statements.35 The interpretation of this case best sup-

33. In one interview Aziz claimed that the Kuwait border dispute did not come up in the meeting with Ambassador Glaspie, while in the other he acknowledged the standard account of that meeting, but said that because the United States had decided to crush Iraq, there was nothing to lose. “Aziz Denies Glaspie Gave Green Light,” Washington Times, May 31, 1991; and Milton Viorst, “Report from Baghdad,” New Yorker, June 24, 1991, pp. 58–73, at pp. 66–67.
35. Kelly argued against imposing sanctions. He also blocked the sending of a warning to Iraq over its troop mobilization. Hearing of the Europe and Middle East Subcommittee of the House Foreign Affairs Committee, July 31, 1990; Jim Hoagland, “...And the Tale of a Transcript,” Wash-
ported by the evidence is that deterrence failed not because Hussein was unusually willing to run risks, but because the United States could not declare that it would fight for Kuwait because that decision was not made until after the invasion took place.\textsuperscript{36}

Fifth, Pollack argues that, contrary to conventional wisdom, Hussein was not deterred from using chemical weapons during the 1991 Gulf War by President George H.W. Bush’s famous January 1991 warning that if Iraq used such weapons, “the American people would demand the strongest possible response,” which was widely understood to mean nuclear retaliation. Pollack says that Bush’s threat covered not only chemical attacks on U.S. troops but also sabotage of Kuwait’s oil wells and terrorist attacks. Although Iraqi forces did not use chemical weapons, they did set fire to the oil fields. Pollack thus implies that Hussein was willing to risk nuclear retaliation.\textsuperscript{37}

This speculation however, relies on an aggressive and probably wrong reading of the U.S. threat, of which there were two versions: Secretary of State James Baker’s verbal presentation to Aziz, which linked U.S. revenge only to chemical attacks on U.S. troops,\textsuperscript{38} and Bush’s January 1991 warning, which can be read as applying the threat to any of the three provocations.\textsuperscript{39} The best witness on this is Baker himself, who described both Bush’s warning and his own remarks as threatening revenge only for chemical attacks on U.S. forces.\textsuperscript{40} Even

\begin{flushright}
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\end{flushright}
without Baker’s testimony, it would be unclear why anyone—Bush, Hussein, or anyone else—would treat a threat over damage to inanimate objects as seriously as one over murderous attacks on people. When the oil fields actually were burned, there was no outcry from either the U.S. government or the American public for retaliation.

Sixth, Pollack asserts that Hussein should have realized sooner that Iraq was going to be defeated in the first Gulf War. However, many Western defense experts also underestimated how easily coalition forces would prevail. Further, as the damage inflicted by coalition air power became apparent by mid-February, Hussein did move to end the war, offering to withdraw from Kuwait unconditionally. No deal was reached because the United States insisted on a schedule that would have forced the Iraqi army to abandon most of its heavy equipment. Hussein calculated that he could save more by a fighting withdrawal, and was proved right.

Finally, Pollack claims that Hussein gave orders to assassinate former President Bush in Kuwait in 1993, an accusation also made by George W. Bush. In response to intelligence supporting this claim, President Bill Clinton ordered the launch of retaliatory strikes. The evidence of the plot, however, is weak. It consists mainly of the confessions of two of the seventeen plot suspects, likely under torture, and an FBI claim that the remote-control firing device of the bomb meant to kill the former president had a “signature” that tied it to Iraqi intelligence, a claim disputed by both internal and independent experts.

---


41. Pollack, The Threatening Storm, pp. 262–263.


45. In April 1993 the Kuwaitis arrested a known smuggler and his companions who were trying to walk back to Iraq after their car broke down. Following several days of interrogation, one confessed to a plot to assassinate Bush on behalf of Iraqi intelligence and revealed a cache of explosives. The FBI purportedly believed that the confessions were free and truthful, but James Atkins, former U.S. ambassador to Saudi Arabia, argued, “There is no way the Kuwaitis would not have tortured them, . . . as anybody who knows the Kuwaitis or the Middle East can tell you.”

46. An FBI analyst who reported that his analysis showed the explosives did not match known Iraqi designs was fired; later an inspector general’s report vindicated his findings. Seven inde-
leaked CIA assessment suggested that the Kuwaitis might have fabricated the story to impress the U.S. government with the continuing Iraqi threat. It remains unclear whether there was a plot or who might have been behind it. Bush and Pollack took ambiguous evidence and asserted a possible interpretation as a certain fact.

Contrary to claims by the Bush administration and other prowar advocates, the record does not show that Saddam Hussein was especially difficult to deter. He was a vicious dictator and had international ambitions, but paid attention to limiting risk and took U.S. power very seriously. Hussein’s behavior since the first Gulf War showed him to have been successfully deterred at almost every turn. After the war, Hussein acquiesced in the loss of part of northern Iraq rather than fight the United States and Britain to retake it. He also acquiesced in the destruction of his nuclear weapons program by International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspectors in 1991–92, and apparently also eventually suspended his chemical and biological weapons programs for fear of the consequences of discovery. After the passage of United Nations Security Council resolution 1441 in November 2002, Iraq cooperated with intrusive inspections to a degree rarely seen in a country not militarily occupied. All this suggests not a crazed aggressor prone to wild chances, but a ruler profoundly concerned with retaining power and aware that his greatest danger was that the United States might exert itself to remove him. In sum, Bush administration assertions that Hussein might be undeterrable had little foundation.

INVENTING LINKS TO SEPTEMBER 11 AND TO AL-QA’IDA: SADDAM THE TERRORIST

The second main component in the Bush administration’s strategy for shifting the issue from containment to deterrence was to persuade Americans that Hussein was cooperating with terrorists who were already attacking American civilians.

pended experts consulted by the journalist Seymour Hersh all told him that the bomb parts were mass production items used for walkie-talkies and similar devices. Scott Shane, “Ten Years Ago, the World Was Told Iraqi Agents Tried to Kill the President’s Father. But Did It Actually Happen?” Baltimore Sun, February 23, 2003; and Seymour Hersh, “A Case Not Closed,” New Yorker, November 1, 1993, pp. 80–92.


Administration officials made two main claims in this regard, neither of which was supported by credible evidence. The first was that Hussein was personally responsible for assisting in the September 11 attacks. This assertion was based on an alleged meeting between Mohammed Atta, the pilot of the first plane to hit the Twin Towers, and an Iraqi intelligence officer in Prague in April 2001. The source for this was a single Czech informant whom Czech intelligence reported was not credible. The FBI and the CIA quickly also concluded that no such meeting had taken place. Evidence suggested that Atta had been in Virginia at the time in question.

Administration officials nevertheless continued to repeat the story despite the lack of evidence. Vice President Dick Cheney stated in September 2002, “We have reporting that places [Atta] in Prague with a senior Iraqi intelligence official a few months before September 11. . . . It is credible.” In one of the few Iraq threat claims that the administration has retracted, President Bush acknowledged in September 2003, “We’ve had no evidence that Saddam Hussein was involved with September the 11th.”

The administration’s second main claim linking Iraq to al-Qa’ida concerned Abu Musab al-Zarqawi, the head of a mainly Jordanian and Palestinian terrorist group called al-Tawhid. In September 2002, Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld said that he had “bulletproof evidence” of a link between Hussein and al-Qa’ida. The fullest version of this claim came in Powell’s famous

speech to the UN Security Council, where he made three assertions: (1) Iraq was “harboring” Zarqawi, “a collaborator of Osama bin Laden,” and had allowed him to “establish a base of operations [in Baghdad] for al Qaeda affiliates”; (2) “the Zarqawi network helped establish another poison and explosive training center” in a camp belonging to a mainly Kurdish Islamist group called Ansar al-Islam; and (3) “Baghdad has an agent in the most senior levels” of Ansar.54

Zarqawi and Ansar al-Islam may indeed have been allied to al-Qa’ida; since the U.S. invasion of Iraq, Zarqawi has sought al-Qa’ida’s help in organizing resistance to the occupation.55 There was no evidence, however, that Ansar or Zarqawi was cooperating with Hussein. Ansar al-Islam was formed in 2001 for the purpose of overthrowing Hussein’s regime and transforming Iraq into an Islamic state. It operated in an area of northern Iraq not under Baghdad’s control.56 Before Powell’s speech, U.S. intelligence officials had complained both privately and publicly that the evidence did not support administration claims.57 Afterward a senior U.S. government official admitted that it was not known whether the Iraqi “agent” in Ansar represented any form of influence or was simply an informer. Meanwhile CIA Director George Tenet told the Senate Intelligence Committee that he could not characterize Iraq’s relationship with Zarqawi as “‘control’ in any way, shape or form.”58 Powell retracted the Zarqawi claims in January 2004.59


59. In contrast to the certainty asserted earlier, Powell stated, “I have not seen smoking-gun, concrete evidence about the connection. But I think the possibility of such connections did exist, and it
Significant cooperation between Hussein and al-Qa’ida was always implausible, because the Iraqi Ba’athists were exactly the sort of secularists that bin Laden blamed for the corruption of Muslim society and for its defeats at the hands of Christians and Jews. Over the years, bin Laden consistently denounced Hussein in the strongest terms. Even the intense American pressure on both individuals after September 2001 failed to drive them together. As late as February 2003, when bin Laden called on the Iraqi people to resist a U.S. invasion, he still showed only disgust for Hussein’s regime: “It is not harmful in such conditions for the Muslims’ interests and socialists’ interests to come along with each other during the war against the crusade, without changing our faith and our declaration that socialists are infidels. Socialists’ leadership had fallen down a long time ago. Socialists are infidels wherever they are, either in Baghdad or Aden.” In fact, Hussein provided far less practical support to terrorism than did Syria, Iran, Yemen, or sources in some friendly countries such as Saudi Arabia and Pakistan. During the 1990s, Hussein’s material support for terrorism was apparently limited to payments to families of Palestinian suicide bombers, a practice also of donors in other Arab states. There was thus no basis for an expectation that Hussein would give weapons of mass destruction to terrorists who might use them against the United States.

INFLATING IRAQI WMD THREATS: THE NUCLEAR WEAPONS PROGRAM THAT DID NOT EXIST

In addition to introducing the new issue of the deterrability of Hussein, administration officials sought to persuade Americans that Iraq could not be contained from acquiring weapons of mass destruction, meaning that Hussein would be able to carry out the horrific intentions attributed to him. They was prudent to consider them.” Quoted in Christopher Marquis, “Powell Admits No Hard Proof in Linking Iraq to Al Qaeda,” New York Times, January 9, 2004.

60. The CIA warned that al-Qa’ida might “capitalize on the chaos created by any military conflict in Iraq to strike at American troops,” but it did not expect this to be based on “any kind of coordination between [Hussein] and al-Qa’ida operatives.” John L. Lumpkin, “CIA Warns of al-Qaida Plot on U.S. Forces,” AP Online, March 9, 2003.
63. The CIA reported to the Senate Armed Services Committee on October 2, 2002, that it judged this possibility unlikely. “CIA Letter on Baghdad’s Intentions,” New York Times, October 9, 2002.
claimed that he possessed large arsenals of chemical and biological weapons and was close to acquiring nuclear weapons.

The allegations about Iraq’s nuclear potential were the most important to the administration’s case for war because only the prospect of nuclear attack could frighten Americans to a degree qualitatively more terrible than September 11. The administration made four claims about the Iraqi nuclear threat. First, President Bush proclaimed in September 2002 that after the first Gulf War, IAEA inspectors had found that Iraq was just “six months away from developing a [nuclear] weapon.” This claim was of no direct relevance to current threats in 2002–03, but was important because it largely became conventional wisdom and was used by administration officials to discredit IAEA and CIA assessments that Iraq was not close to building a nuclear weapon. According to Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, “Some have argued that the nuclear threat from Iraq is not imminent—that Saddam is at least 5–7 years away from having nuclear weapons. I would not be so certain. Before Operation Desert Storm in 1991, the best intelligence estimates were that Iraq was at least 5–7 years away. . . . The experts were flat wrong.” Second, the administration declared that Iraq had continued a productive nuclear weapons program after 1991, despite the inspections designed to dismantle it and the ongoing sanctions. According to Vice President Cheney, “For 12 years [Hussein] has violated [his agreements], pursuing chemical, biological and nuclear weapons even while UN inspectors were in Iraq.” Third, President Bush and other officials argued in 2002 that only immediate war could prevent Iraq from completing a nuclear bomb. Cheney said that Iraq had “reconstituted its nuclear weapons program” and that “many of us are convinced that Saddam Hussein will acquire nuclear weapons fairly soon. Just how soon, we cannot really gauge.” Fourth, Bush and other officials contended that because Iraq already possessed a design for

---

67. Cheney, NBC Meet the Press, September 8, 2002; and Cheney, speech to VFW convention, August 26, 2002. Richard N. Perle claimed that Iraq already had a functioning uranium enrichment capacity: “Saddam is not using nuclear reactors any more to make fissile material. . . . He is using centrifuge[s] in other facilities that can be relatively small.” Testimony before the House International Relations Committee, Federal Document Clearing House, September 19, 2002.
a nuclear weapon, “with [imported] fissile material [it] could build [a bomb] within a year.”

68

The first three claims were wholly inaccurate. Although Hussein may still have been interested in acquiring nuclear weapons, evidence available both inside and outside the U.S. government throughout the mid-1990s as well as the first two years of the Bush administration showed beyond reasonable doubt that by 2002 Iraq had not had an active nuclear weapons program for more than a decade. It also almost certainly could not have reconstituted an indigenous program as long as sanctions remained in place. The fourth claim, concerning nuclear smuggling, was not impossible, but unlikely. The only evidence that Iraq was seeking to acquire fissile material turned out to be fabricated. Moreover, by 2002 Iraq lacked the capability to enrich imported uranium or to manufacture a weapon even if it could have acquired weapons-grade material.

Contrary to later Bush administration claims, pre-1991 assessments of Iraq’s nuclear weapons programs were basically accurate. IAEA inspections after the first Gulf War found that—based on optimistic assumptions for Iraq—it was at least eighteen months and probably four to five years away from producing enough U-235 to build a nuclear weapon.

Would-be nuclear proliferators confront three main challenges: design; “weaponization,” or actual fabrication of a weapon; and acquisition of the necessary fissile material—either plutonium or U-235—for the bomb core. Basic design is today considered only a moderate technical challenge, and Iraq probably had a viable design. It probably had not succeeded in weaponization by 1991. The IAEA concluded, however, that it was “prudent to assume” that Iraq might achieve weaponization by the time it produced enough fissile material for a bomb. 69 The most difficult challenge is obtaining the fissile material that forms the weapon core. The easiest method is extraction of plutonium from


spent reactor fuel, but Israel’s destruction of the incomplete Osiraq reactor in 1981 eliminated this option for Iraq.\textsuperscript{70} Starting in 1982, Iraq attempted uranium enrichment efforts using electromagnetic isotope separation (EMIS) and gas centrifuge cascades, but both programs were plagued by difficulties involving the import of critical components, materials shortages, and quality control.\textsuperscript{71}

By 1991, Iraq had completed only eight of ninety separators for the first of two planned EMIS facilities, and these achieved only about 20 percent of the expected efficiency. Maintenance and malfunction problems were also serious. The IAEA’s ultimate conclusion on Iraq’s EMIS effort was that it “would have required extraordinary good fortune” to enrich enough enrichment for one-half to one weapon per year by 1994.\textsuperscript{72}

Iraq began its gas centrifuge effort in 1987. The program was hampered by difficulties in importing duraluminum for cylinders, maraging steel for rotors, carbon-fiber winding machines, frequency converters, balancing machinery, and other items. Quality-control problems were also serious.\textsuperscript{73} Only one of 120 centrifuges for a pilot cascade was completed, and no progress was made toward a 1,000-unit production facility planned to yield material for half a weapon per year by 1994. The IAEA assessed that Iraq’s program was “behind schedule and it is doubtful whether the lost time could have been made up.”

\textsuperscript{70} Plutonium can be separated from uranium chemically, but U-235 can be separated from the more common U-238 only by physical processes that have high technical demands and low efficiency. On requirements for different approaches, see Allan S. Krass, Peter Boskma, Boelie Elzen, and Wim A. Smit, \textit{Uranium Enrichment and Nuclear Weapons Proliferation} (New York: Taylor and Francis, 1983); and Robert F. Mozley, \textit{Uranium Enrichment and Other Technical Problems Relating to Nuclear Weapons Proliferation} (Stanford, Calif.: Center for International Security and Arms Control, Stanford University, 1994).

\textsuperscript{71} Iraq’s two small research reactors at Tuwaitha yielded only about 5 grams of plutonium before they were destroyed during the first Gulf War. “Fourth Consolidated Report of the Director General of the IAEA under Paragraph 16 of Security Council Resolution 1051,” pp. 15, 19, 35–38, 53–54.

\textsuperscript{72} Ibid., pp. 35–36, 45; David Albright, Frans Berkhout, and William Walker, \textit{Plutonium and Highly Enriched Uranium, 1996: World Inventories, Capabilities, and Policies} (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), pp. 320–321, 326. A pilot facility that operated from 1985 to 1991 produced 640 grams of material enriched to an average of 7.2 percent, or somewhat less than 1/1,000 of the separative work needed to produce a weapon.

Assuming no further delays, this rate might have been achieved by 1995, with expansion after that. The most thorough independent analyses confirm the IAEA findings. The 1995 date was not impossible, but given the known delays and roadblocks in both enrichment programs, it appears optimistic. Fabrication of an actual weapon would likely have taken a year or less, so Iraq might have been able to produce one by 1996.

Separate from the two main programs, in August 1990 Hussein ordered a “crash program” to divert the highly enriched uranium (HEU) cores of Iraq’s two small research reactors to quickly build a single crude weapon. Inspections immediately after the war showed that all this fuel was still accounted for, meaning that no work beyond planning was actually done. It is unclear whether the plan was even feasible; estimates of time scales if it did succeed range between one and a half and four years.

During the debate before the second Gulf War, the Bush administration used the 1990–91 crash program to argue that Iraq might have been able to produce a nuclear weapon suddenly and unexpectedly. This was an unreasonable conclusion, since such an effort would have required a substantial stock of high-grade HEU, which Iraq no longer possessed because it had all been removed after the first war.

Iraq’s nuclear weapons program was wholly dismantled by IAEA inspections after the first Gulf War. By November 1992 the IAEA had removed, destroyed, or confirmed Iraqi destruction of all uranium handling, reprocessing, enrichment, weapons fabrication, and research facilities and equipment, as

---


77. There may not have been sufficient fissile material given inevitable process losses, nor was Iraq ready to produce the 50 centrifuges needed for further enrichment of the material, or to operate multunit centrifuge cascades. “Fourth Consolidated Report of the Director General of the IAEA under Paragraph 16 of Security Council Resolution 1051,” pp. 48–49, 51–52; David Albright and Robert Kelley, “Has Iraq Come Clean at Last?” Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, Vol. 51, No. 6 (November/December 1995), pp. 53–64. A CIA assessment in the fall of 1990 came to the same conclusion, as did an (unnamed) Arab country intelligence service, which reported, “[Hussein’s] people are telling him it’s close to impossible, but he is pushing for it.” Patrick E. Tyler, “Specialists See Iraq Unlikely to Build A-Bomb in Near Future,” New York Times, November 8, 1990.
well as all plutonium, enriched uranium, and centrifuge feed material. In 1996–97 IAEA inspectors recovered some additional equipment that the Iraqis had tried to destroy or had hidden in 1991.\(^78\)

Unlike chemical and biological weapons production facilities, which can be small and mobile, uranium enrichment and nuclear weapons fabrication installations are substantial and immobile. Thus the IAEA was eventually able to rate the possibility of undetected duplicate facilities as “remote.”\(^79\) Before the IAEA suspended inspections in December 1998,\(^80\) it was able to report, “There are no indications that there remains in Iraq any physical capability for the production of amounts of weapons usable nuclear material of any practical significance.”\(^81\)

Administration claims in 2002–03 that Iraq had “reconstituted its nuclear weapons program” ignored the lack of evidence that Iraq had any uranium enrichment capability or the means of reconstituting any for the foreseeable future. In the fall of 2002, U.S. and allied intelligence agencies agreed that Iraq would need at least four to eight years to produce enough fissile material for a weapon (CIA); “five or more years and key foreign assistance” (Defense Department);\(^82\) or between five years and never, depending on whether sanctions continued (the “British Report” of September 2002): “While sanctions remain effective,” the report stated, “Iraq would not be able to produce a nuclear weapon. If they were removed or proved ineffective, it would take Iraq at least five years to produce sufficient fissile material for a weapon indigenously.”\(^83\)

The only significant claim that the Bush administration was able to make

---


80. The suspension was mainly a response to the Iraqis’ obstruction of searches for chemical, biological, and ballistic missile programs; the nuclear issues were largely settled by 1996–97.


alleging Iraqi attempts to reconstitute its indigenous nuclear weapons program was discredited by internal analyses before it was made public. Starting in September 2002, administration officials asserted that Iraq was trying to import “high-quality aluminum [tubes] that are only really suited for nuclear weapons programs, centrifuge programs.” 84 CIA, Department of Energy, and State Department analysts, however, had already concluded that the evidence did not support that interpretation. 85 Further, independent experts as well as the IAEA pointed out that Iraq’s centrifuge program had abandoned the use of the alloy in question before 1991; that the tubes had coatings suitable for use in rockets but not for centrifuges; and that they were consistent with parts for mortar shell casings of a type that Iraq had been using for fifteen years. The number ordered—120,000—was wildly excessive for uranium enrichment but consistent with artillery use. IAEA analysts who examined the tubes determined that it was “highly unlikely” they could be used in centrifuges. 86 Moreover, even had the accusation been valid, centrifuge casings would have comprised only a tiny portion of the high-technology equipment Iraq would have needed to resume uranium enrichment.

Before the war, four months of unrestricted, essentially unhindered IAEA inspections from December 2002 to March 2003 eliminated virtually all remaining doubt. The inspectors were able to establish that there was “no evidence or plausible indication of the revival of a nuclear weapons program in Iraq.” 87 The IAEA further determined that it was feasible, “particularly with an intrusive verification system, to assess the presence or absence of a nuclear weapons programme in a state even without the full co-operation of the inspected state.” 88 Any resumed effort would have faced tall barriers, including Iraq’s in-

87. ElBaradei, “Status of Nuclear Inspections in Iraq.” By March 7, 141 sites had been inspected, including 21 new sites suggested by “member states” (presumably mainly the United States), and 10 to 20 more by March 17. “Chronology of IAEA Inspections & Key Events, March 2003,” n.d.
The failure of U.S. search teams to find evidence of a reconstituted Iraqi nuclear weapons program since the second Gulf War have validated the IAEA findings. In October 2003 David Kay, the first head of the Iraq Survey Group, concluded that while “Saddam Husayn remained firmly committed to acquiring nuclear weapons,” the ISG has “not uncovered evidence that Iraq undertook significant post-1998 steps to actually build nuclear weapons or produce fissile material.” Further, “the evidence does not tie any activity directly to centrifuge research or development.”

The administration’s final claim—that with imported fissile material Iraq could quickly produce a nuclear weapon—was not impossible, but unlikely. In his 2003 State of the Union address, Bush claimed that Iraq was attempting to import uranium from Niger, even though the CIA had investigated the story in February 2002 and informed the White House that it was not credible and that the documents were forgeries. Two documents contained blatant anachronisms—one supposedly signed by a minister who had been out of power for eleven years. When the documents were provided to the IAEA, it too determined that they were “not authentic.”

Even if the Niger claim had been accurate, the nuclear smuggling argument
omitted three important points. First, uranium ore or any material of less than weapons grade would have been useless to Iraq because it did not possess enrichment capacity. Second, while Iraq might have solved the weaponization problems in principle, it never possessed all of the complex industrial capacities necessary to convert fissile material for use in an actual weapon; in addition, it no longer possessed many of those it once had. Third, there was no evidence that Iraq was actively seeking fissile material. The administration’s failure to assert that Iraq was actively pursuing weapons-grade material—which would have been far more threatening than the unenriched Niger uranium—can be taken as evidence that Bush officials had no such intelligence, even of the low quality of the Niger story. The only relevant story in the open literature is an unverified claim that Iraq might have offered $16,000 per kilogram for HEU (of unspecified enrichment level) to a source in Kazakhstan in 1992. There seems to be no record of any follow-up investigation. The literature on “loose nukes” records efforts to seek fissile material by the Japanese cult Aum Shinrikyo, al-Qa’ida, and possibly the Taliban and Iran, but very little on Iraq after the first Gulf War.

Iraq’s chances of acquiring weapons-grade material if it made a serious effort are difficult to estimate. Although there have been hundreds of reports of nuclear theft or smuggling since 1991, few have been verified, and most of the confirmed events involved low-grade radioactive materials. Proliferation ex-

94. No estimate is available of how long it might have taken Iraq to build and rebuild these capacities. Fabrication is a lesser challenge than uranium enrichment, so it could likely have been done in some time frame, although this cannot be said certainly of a country that by 2002 could not produce its own tubes for mortar shell casings.
95. Until the 2001 annual report, CIA reports on nuclear proliferation did not mention the possibility that Iraq “may be attempting to acquire [nuclear] materials.” Royce, “Was CIA Pressured?” The IAEA investigated all allegations brought to it of Iraqi uranium imports since 1990 and found none to be credible. “The Work Programme of the International Atomic Energy Agency in Iraq Pursuant to Security Council Resolution 1284 (1999).”
98. In the worst confirmed incident, some 2 kilograms of weapons-grade HEU, less than one-fifth the amount required for a weapon, disappeared from a research center in Georgia in 1993. In
experts do consider “loose nukes” to be a serious problem, however, especially in Russia and some other former Soviet states, so the possibility cannot be ruled out.  

**INFLATING IRAQ’S CHEMICAL AND BIOLOGICAL THREATS**

Bush administration officials claimed that Iraq possessed large stocks of chemical and biological weapons and was continuing to produce more. Given the assertion that Iraq was close to acquiring nuclear weapons, charges about chemical and biological threats were not important in terms of the maximum damage that Americans might suffer. Also, the administration did not explain how invading Iraq could do much to reduce overall chemical or biological threats to the United States, since dozens of countries (including several that have done more than Iraq to assist terrorists) either possess such weapons or could develop them quickly. Rather, these claims were important, especially given the weakness of the evidence of nuclear threats, to support the administration’s assertion that containment could not prevent Hussein from building weapons of mass destruction. They also served as an additional method of accusing Hussein of hostile intentions.

U.S. inspections after the second Gulf War showed that it was unlikely that Iraq had chemical or biological weapons or active weapons programs. In January 2004 David Kay stated, “I don’t think they existed.” However, because chemical and biological facilities are so much easier to hide than nuclear programs, this could not be known with certainty before the war. Iraq had possessed chemical and biological weapons before the first Gulf War and had not cooperated with UN inspectors between 1991 and 1998. Prior to the resump
tion of inspections in November 2002, many experts believed it likely that Iraq might have had active chemical and biological weapons programs.\textsuperscript{102}

Bush administration officials, however, did not admit to any uncertainty. Instead they asserted that they knew for certain that Iraq already possessed large stockpiles of chemical and biological weapons. Secretary of State Powell declared, “We know that Saddam Hussein is determined to keep his weapons of mass destruction, is determined to make more.” Meanwhile Vice President Cheney claimed, “[Hussein] has indeed stepped up his capacity to produce and deliver biological weapons [including smallpox].”\textsuperscript{103} In March 2003 President Bush said that Iraq was moving “biological and chemical agents . . . every 12 to 24 hours.”\textsuperscript{104} Rumsfeld went further, maintaining that “we know where they are. They’re in the area around Tikrit and Baghdad and east, west, south and north somewhat.”\textsuperscript{105}

The administration did not produce credible evidence in support of these claims. Its most important public effort was Secretary of State Powell’s February 5 presentation of a set of photographs to the Security Council that purportedly showed mobile biological weapons laboratories in trucks. Experts doubted these claims. Two trucks fitting the description that were found after the war turned out to be gas generators for filling weather balloons.\textsuperscript{106} Administration claims were also inconsistent with the report in early March 2003 by Hans Blix, the UN’s chief weapons inspector, who stated that no weapons had been found;\textsuperscript{107} that after initial resistance, Iraq was now providing “proactive” cooperation; and that disarmament of Iraq could be completed in “not years, nor weeks, but months.”\textsuperscript{108} In retrospect, it appears probable that none of Iraq’s WMD programs operated at more than a planning level after 1991.\textsuperscript{109}

\textsuperscript{102.} Cirincione, Mathews, and Perkovich, \textit{WMD in Iraq}, p. 15.
\textsuperscript{107.} The only exception was some short-range ballistic missiles, which were destroyed.
Bush Administration Success in Swaying U.S. Public Opinion

The debate in the United States over the second Gulf War qualifies as a failure of the democratic marketplace of ideas. Numerous internal experts, independent experts, some media outlets and opposition politicians, and responsible international agencies all pointed out before the war that the Bush administration’s claims concerning the Iraqi threat were not based on credible evidence. Nevertheless, the administration had succeeded in persuading most Americans, if not many foreigners, to accept its assessments.

The Bush administration’s effort to shift the main issue in the Iraq debate from containment of potential regional aggression to deterrence of direct attacks on the United States was more or less completely successful, so much so that public debate in the months before the war includes few dissents from the proposition that Hussein was intensely motivated to attack Americans if he could. Polls in late 2002 showed that 70–90 percent of the American public believed that Hussein would sooner or later attack the United States with weapons of mass destruction.\textsuperscript{110} Between 45 percent and 66 percent also believed that he had assisted the September 11 attackers.\textsuperscript{111} The administration’s WMD claims were also widely accepted. Prewar polls showed that 55–69 percent of Americans believed that Hussein already possessed WMD, and better than 95 percent believed that he was building them.\textsuperscript{112} In one poll, 69 percent believed that Iraq already had nuclear weapons, and in another, 80 percent thought this likely.\textsuperscript{113}

These beliefs translated directly into American support for preventive war. There was a brief blip in support for invading Iraq immediately after September 11, 2001, with as high as 74 percent supporting this in November.\textsuperscript{114}

\textsuperscript{110} Gallup polls, September 13–16 and December 10–11, 2002; and Fox News polls, September 24–25 and December 3–4, 2002. No poll seems to have asked whether Hussein could be deterred.

\textsuperscript{111} Gallup poll, August 19–21, 2002; Pew polls, October 2–6, 2002 and February 12–18, 2003; and New York Times poll, March 11, 2003. One poll that allowed a choice between “directly involved in 9/11” and “working closely with Al Qaeda” found 20 percent and 56 percent agreeing, respectively. PIPA poll, February 12–18, 2003.

\textsuperscript{112} Gallup polls, February 8–10 and August 19–21, 2002; February 5 and February 7–9, 2003; and Washington Post polls, February 5 and February 6–9, 2003. Sixty-one percent to 90 percent of respondents believed Iraq was developing nuclear weapons.

\textsuperscript{113} Fox News poll, September 8–9, 2002; and Time/CNN poll, January 15–16, 2003.

\textsuperscript{114} Some support at this time may have been softer than it appeared, because many had not yet taken seriously the possibility of a full-scale invasion. In one poll in March 2002, 67 percent favored air strikes, but only 46 percent supported use of U.S. ground troops. Gallup polls, November 26–27, 2001, and March 22–24, 2002.
port for war then declined steadily, to about 50 percent in August 2002, when the administration began to ramp up its public campaign for removing Hussein by force. From this point onward, support for invasion rose gradually and more or less steadily to 66 percent in March 2003. The percentage favoring invasion even without UN sanction or allied cooperation rose from 20 percent in June 2002 to 45 percent in August 2002 and to 55 percent in March 2003, matching the evolution of the administration’s public positions.\footnote{115}

The political class was also either persuaded or intimidated. Not one of the more than 30 senators and 100 representatives who attended hearings in July–October 2002 questioned administration claims concerning Hussein’s intentions or the supposed Iraqi nuclear threat.\footnote{116} Many of the 77 senators and 296 representatives who voted in October 2002 to authorize the president to use force against Iraq gave the nuclear threat as the main or one of the main reasons for their votes.

This failure of the marketplace of ideas was probably necessary to obtain political support for invading Iraq. If the public and opposition politicians had understood the weakness of the evidence of Hussein’s determination to attack the United States, links to September 11 or al-Qa’ida, or nuclear, chemical, or biological weapons programs, the administration probably could not have made a persuasive case for war.\footnote{117}

The marketplace also has not operated to correct these misperceptions since the invasion. Although postwar searches failed to find evidence of Iraqi WMD or al-Qa’ida connections, a year after the March 2003 invasion, public belief in the administration’s prewar threat claims had declined only slightly. According to polls taken between February and April 2004, 57 percent of Americans still believed that Iraq had possessed weapons of mass destruction, while 52 percent believed that Iraq still had WMD that have not yet been found.\footnote{118} Forty-seven percent thought that “clear evidence that Iraq was supporting Al


116. Senate Foreign Relations Committee, July 31–August 1 and September 25–26, 2002; Senate Armed Services Committee, September 19, 2002; House International Relations Committee, September 19 and October 2–3, 2002; House Armed Services Committee, September 10, September 18, October 2, 2002; and House Government Reform Committee, September 24, 2002.

117. The few polls that asked respondents whether they would favor invading Iraq for objectives such as saving the Iraqi people from Hussein, promoting democracy, or safeguarding oil showed only small minorities in favor.

118. NBC News poll, March 6–8, 2004; and CBS News poll, February 24–27, 2004.}
Qaeda has been found in Iraq,” while 36 percent believed that Hussein was personally involved in the September 11 attacks, and 55 percent that the U.S. invasion had been the right thing to do. In one poll, 45 percent of Americans said that they would be as likely as before to accept such claims by President Bush, while 50 percent said they would be less likely.

Public approval of President Bush’s conduct of the Iraq war and of his overall job performance did decline between March 2003 and April 2004, from 71 percent to 41–46 percent and from 71 percent to 46–52 percent, respectively. However, given the perseverance of public belief in the original rationales for the war, this probably represents dissatisfaction with the continuing armed resistance in Iraq and mounting U.S. casualties. If, however, rising costs in Iraq were to lead not only to reduced public support for the war itself but also to reduced receptiveness to foreign military adventures for a substantial length of time, that would count in favor of the marketplace of ideas theory.

Why the Marketplace Failed

Five factors were crucial in determining the outcome of the debate prior to the second Gulf War: (1) the administration’s ability to shift the framing of the issue from containment of potential Iraqi regional aggression to the question of whether Hussein could be deterred from direct attacks on Americans; (2) the ability of the White House to control the release of intelligence information; (3) the authority advantage of the presidency in national security policy debates; (4) the failure of countervailing institutions—mainly the press, independent experts, and opposition parties—on which the marketplace of ideas theory relies to combat threat inflation; and (5) the crisis atmosphere created by the shock of September 11.

Political Manipulation in Democracies

There is reason to doubt that the democratic marketplace of ideas can enforce policy accountability in the manner generally attributed to it. The argument for the relative superiority of democratic foreign policymaking is based on the

logic of the median voter, developed by Anthony Downs. The potential costs of war give median voters strong incentives to scrutinize expansionist arguments. This logic allows relatively little scope for elite manipulation, at least when the marketplace of ideas functions well. A robust marketplace of ideas ensures thorough policy debate, making it unlikely that median voters will be persuaded by arguments that cannot withstand independent evaluation.

Median voter logic, however, applies primarily to situations in which voters are confronted with trade-offs between just two important values arrayed along a single value dimension. It also assumes that voters have fairly good understandings of the implications of different policy choices for their own interests, which in turn may require that the policy debate be framed in much the same way for a considerable time.

There is, however, another logic of public choice in democracies, based on Kenneth Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem, which allows more scope for elite manipulation. Arrow showed that whenever there are three or more policy choices involving two or more value dimensions, no majoritarian system can reliably integrate preferences to produce something that can meaningfully be called the “will of the majority.” Regardless of institutional arrangements, all democracies are vulnerable to manipulation of outcomes by means such as agenda control, strategic voting, or manipulation of issue dimensions. Of these, manipulation of issue dimensions best explains why the marketplace of ideas failed in the Iraq debate.

The motive for this type of manipulation arises when a policy question has become defined in terms of a single dominant issue dimension. Over time,
median voters may develop settled preferences for one policy, so that the opposing political faction finds itself consistently in the minority (faction A in Figure 1). The minority may be able to reverse its fortunes, however, if it can introduce a second issue and make it the dominant issue in the debate. The newly introduced issue need not be literally new or invented, as long as its political salience was previously low compared with the first issue but can still increase. If the second issue dimension is cleverly chosen to crosscut preferences on the old main issue, many of those who opposed the minority faction on the old issue may now support it. If enough do, the former minority can form a new majority around the new issue dimension (the area above the line labeled issue 2 in Figure 2) and thereby gain power. This technique can work even when those who are being manipulated understand what is happening.

129. Issue 2 must be chosen so that faction A will lose few of its original supporters because they do not support the position adopted on the new issue (the lower-left quadrant in Figure 2), while preventing faction B, the old majority, from simply adopting A’s position on issue 2 without undergoing an even worse split (as illustrated by the two right-side quadrants in Figure 2). Figures 1 and 2 generally follow E.E. Schattschenider, *The Semi-Sovereign People* (Hinsdale, Ill: Dryden, 1975), pp. 62–64.
Once persuaded that the second issue is at least as important as the first one, they have little choice but to vote their real preferences on it, regardless of the consequences for their interest in the first issue.\textsuperscript{130}

Arrovian issue manipulation usually has better prospects of success than direct attempts to shift views on a long-standing issue, which would have to overcome what may be deeply settled views of most people, not only elites. Although voters must be persuaded to treat the new issue as much more important than they did previously, this task is made easier by the previous low salience of the new issue, so that many people, especially nonexperts, may not have settled views on it.

A classic example of Arrovian issue manipulation is the realignment of American politics around slavery in the late 1850s.\textsuperscript{131} From 1800 to 1856, the faction that represented commercial and industrial interests (successively called Federalists, National Republicans, Whigs, and Republicans) won only two of fifteen presidential elections, because it faced a stable opposing majority favoring agrarian interests, represented by the Democratic Party. The Republicans eventually gained power by shifting the main issue in national politics from economic policy to slavery, an issue on which Northern and Southern Democrats were badly divided.\textsuperscript{132} In 1860 the Democrats split, and from this point the civil war cleavage became the dominant one in American politics, allowing the Republicans to dominate presidential and congressional politics for most of the next seventy years. The dominance of the Republicans in this new era further enabled them to implement their pro-commercial agenda, even though it is unclear whether this ever had the support of a majority of Americans.\textsuperscript{133}

This situation best describes what happened in the 2002–03 debate on U.S. policy toward Iraq. The Bush administration and like-minded advocates transformed the debate in a manner strikingly consistent with the dynamics of political manipulation identified by Arrow and William Riker.\textsuperscript{134}

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{SouthernDemocrats} This is not to imply that the Republican Party was the dominant actor in raising the salience of the slavery issue; Northern Protestant churches and independent abolitionists were at least as important.
\bibitem{Note1} Note that in Figure 2 there is still a majority against faction A’s preference on issue 1.
\bibitem{Note2} We do not have evidence that administration strategy for promoting the second Gulf War was thought out specifically in terms of Arrovian manipulation, but neither do we for many other in-
\end{thebibliography}
existing consensus that Iraqi regional aggression could be contained, they introduced the new issue of potential direct Iraqi attack on the United States. This manipulation of the issue dimensions was relatively easy for the administration to carry out, for two reasons. First, the fact that Iraq was a foreign policy issue helped by concentrating debate on issues that were largely unfamiliar to most Americans, reducing the burden of arguing uphill against settled views. Had Iraq received as much public attention over several years before 2002 as, say, abortion, the administration could not so easily have persuaded so many people to adopt a changed formulation of the issue. One reason why median voter logic accounts better for domestic than for foreign policy outcomes is that it implicitly assumes that no one has any great authority advantage in political debate; without this assumption, voters’ issue judgments would always be vulnerable to elite manipulation in Arrovian fashion.

Second, the new issue that administration officials introduced—Hussein’s supposed terrorist intentions—was one on which it was politically difficult for opponents to challenge their claims. Although the administration failed to make a strong case that Hussein had particularly extreme intentions, it was still successful in persuading most Americans, in part because the ordinary human tendency toward patriotism makes it too hard to publicly defend the proposition that foreign opponents may not have hostile intentions or may be justified in some of their actions. Neither politicians, mainstream media, nor most public intellectuals can afford to be painted as soft on national security. This probably explains why, compared with the administration’s other three major threat claims, there was so little debate on the hostility or deterrability of Hussein, and why there seem to be no polls directly on these issues.

The administration’s introduction of this new issue dimension reduced barriers to making arguments for preventive war in three ways. First, reformulating the issue as the possibility of an Iraqi terrorist attack on the United States crosscut the previously dominant framing of the debate as regional containment versus regime change, in which the most serious possible consequence of containment failure was considered to be regional aggression by Iraq. This created a new rationale for war that split the previous consensus; many policy elites who had supported containment were persuaded to support preventive war once the issue was framed as direct defense of the United States. This in turn removed a major barrier to persuading the public. Second, it indirectly

stances where other politicians have made use of the same principles; rather, these tactics are the natural ones for attempting to overturn a previously settled policy decision.
supported administration claims about Iraqi WMD, even if it did not logically imply them. Allegations that Hussein intended to attack American civilians were not evidence about the state of his WMD programs, but they did supply an additional reason why he might try. This likely lowered the standards of proof needed to persuade many Americans that Iraq’s WMD programs were making dangerous progress. Finally, by accusing Hussein of having supported the September 11 terrorist attacks, the administration created a new rationale for war—retaliation for actual harm—unrelated to forestalling future threats.

This issue manipulation was probably a necessary condition for building public support for the second Gulf War. As long as the Iraq issue remained framed as regional containment versus regime change, the administration would face the uphill battle of overturning a settled consensus, at least among elites. The only obvious argument that it could have made would have been that, contrary to conventional wisdom, Iraqi WMD capabilities could be expected to grow enough to overturn the regional balance of power. The administration, however, lacked credible new evidence of such a change, and few experts doubted that Iraq could be deterred even then. An effort to persuade experts, political elites, and the public to change policy would likely have met considerable opposition.

CONTROL OF INFORMATION
Only the White House has direct access to all national intelligence resources, giving it a unique ability to shape public perceptions through selective release—or suppression—of analyses and information. The Bush administration used this control to present to the public and the world a false picture of U.S. information about Iraqi threats. Analyses that supported the administration’s inflated claims were publicized, while those that contradicted prowar claims remained classified. Further, at least some of the favorable analyses were produced by coercion of intelligence agencies and analysts. This control was probably a necessary condition for the war because the administration built much of its case around release of intelligence documents.

The administration used its control of intelligence information in four ways. First, it consistently published or leaked intelligence analyses that favored its threat claims while suppressing contrary analyses. For instance, shortly before the congressional votes in October 2002 giving President Bush the authority to go to war against Iraq, the administration released part of a Special National Intelligence Estimate on Iraq to support its claims about nuclear, chemical, and biological programs, but kept secret forty distinct caveats or official dissents.
Some of these were on critically important matters, such as one from the State Department Bureau of Intelligence and Research (INR) that read in part, “INR is unwilling to speculate that a [nuclear weapons] effort began soon after the departure of UN inspectors or to project a timeline for the completion of activities it does not now see happening. . . . In INR’s view Iraq’s efforts to acquire aluminum tubes is central to the argument that Baghdad is reconstituting its nuclear weapons program [but] INR conclude[s] that the tubes are not intended for [nuclear] use.”135 The dissents were not declassified until July 2003.136

In September 2002 Bush stated as a fact that “the Iraqi regime possesses biological and chemical weapons,” even though a Defense Intelligence Agency report in circulation at the time maintained that there was “no reliable information on whether Iraq is producing or stockpiling chemical weapons.”137 White House officials also continued to repeat the Niger uranium story at least through January 2003, even though the CIA had informed them nearly a year before that it was baseless. They also repeated the story about Mohammed Atta in Prague for months after the FBI and CIA reported that there was no basis for it.

Second, important intelligence information tending to undermine administration claims was suppressed or distorted. For instance, statements taken from the UN debriefing of Gen. Hussein Kamel, the head of Iraq’s WMD programs until his defection in 1995, were used to support claims that after the 1991 Gulf War Iraq had continued to lie to UN inspectors about prewar programs. However, his additional statements that Iraq’s biological weapons were destroyed after the war, and that Iraq had ended chemical weapons production before that war for fear of U.S. nuclear retaliation, were not released.138 Similarly, the fact that Abu Zubaydah, an al-Qa’ida planner and recruiter captured in March 2002, had told his questioners that al-Qa’ida leaders had discussed working with Hussein but had rejected the idea was also kept secret.139

136. Cirincione et al., WMD in Iraq, pp. 16, 23, 66.
139. Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, al-Qa’ida chief of operations until his capture on March 1, 2003,
Third, administration officials publicized claims provided by Iraqi exiles linked to Ahmed Chalabi’s Iraqi National Congress (INC), which stood to benefit from the overthrow of Hussein. In addition to other funding to the INC, at the beginning of the Bush administration, the U.S. government began funding an “Information Collection Program” to pay for intelligence from INC defectors. The practical effect was that the United States paid for intelligence that would promote a preventive war policy. At least two of the administration’s major claims about the Iraqi threat—the aluminum tubes and the mobile bioweapons laboratories—were derived from defectors.

CIA and DIA analysts pointed out repeatedly that such sources could not be rated as reliable, prompting Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld to set up an ad hoc agency known as the Office of Special Plans (OSP) that would be willing to validate INC-based claims. OSP also collected raw, unverified intelligence data from the CIA and other agencies and passed it directly to top decisionmakers, bypassing the regular intelligence agencies.

Fourth, administration officials coerced intelligence agencies and analysts to provide politically useful conclusions. Numerous serving and retired analysts from the CIA, DIA, State Department, and FBI reported pressure from administration officials including Vice President Cheney, I. Lewis Libby, (Cheney’s chief of staff), National Security Adviser Rice, Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld, Deputy Secretary of Defense Wolfowitz, Undersecretary of Defense Douglas Feith, and Undersecretary of State John Bolton.

In August 2002, Wolfowitz pressed two FBI agents working on the Mohammed Atta case to admit that they could not prove that Atta had not gone to Prague. On several occasions in 2001–02, Wolfowitz pressured CIA and DIA analysts to validate a claim in a book by Laurie Mylroie that Hussein had been in Pakistan, told his interrogators the same thing. James Risen, “Captives Deny Qaeda Worked with Baghdad,” *New York Times*, June 9, 2003.


behind the 1993 bombing of the World Trade Center. Both agencies had studied the book long before and considered it meritless.  

For Bush’s 2003 State of the Union address, a member of Rice’s staff, Robert Joseph, pressed CIA proliferation expert Alan Foley to validate the Niger uranium story. When Foley replied that the story was not credible, Joseph asked if it could be attributed to British intelligence. Foley pointed out that the CIA had informed the British that the United States did not consider the story credible. Joseph finally pressed Foley to agree that the British had reported the information at one time, which he did.

In addition, intelligence officials, who have declined to be identified, have lodged dozens of complaints saying that Cheney, Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz, and Feith routinely intervened in analysts’ work, pressing them to conform their reports to the White House line. According to one intelligence official, “Analysts at the working level in the intelligence community are feeling very strong pressure from the Pentagon to cook the intelligence books.”

Vincent Cannistraro, a former senior CIA official, said that the pressure had a chilling effect: “You start focusing on one thing instead of the other thing, because you know that’s what your political masters want to hear.” Another, Melvin Goodman, said that CIA Director Tenet was not protecting the agency’s analysts: “There’s a lot of anger and questions about whether Tenet will hold off this pressure. [The analysts are] worried, and they don’t have a lot of confidence in him.” The most succinct description came from Pollack, who said that Bush officials “dismantle[d] the existing filtering process that for fifty years had been preventing the policymakers from getting bad information. They created ‘stovepipes’ to get the information they wanted directly to the top leadership. Their position is that the professional bureaucracy is deliberately and maliciously keeping information from them. . . . They were forcing the intelligence community to defend its good information so aggressively that the intelligence analysts didn’t have the time or the energy to go after the bad information.”

---

In one instance, U.S. administration officials went much further. When retired ambassador Joseph Wilson stated publicly that he had investigated the Niger uranium claim for the CIA and found it baseless, the identity of his wife as a covert CIA agent was leaked to the media as punishment, potentially putting her and her contacts’ lives at risk.149

The main counter that intelligence agencies have against such distortions is individual leaks, but serving analysts are inhibited by the danger of retaliation, while retired ones may not be listened to. For these reasons, we will probably never know the full extent of the information tending to discredit administration claims about Iraq.

AUTHORITY IN FOREIGN POLICY

Government agencies usually have a large authority advantage in debate with anyone else. This is especially so in realms where they have an information advantage and do not face competing authorities of comparable stature, which is the White House’s normal situation in national security policy.150 The situation is unlike that of domestic policy, where authority is more widely spread among the executive, Congress, the courts, and in some circumstances nongovernmental institutions such as political parties, unions, and churches.

The White House’s authority advantage facilitated the administration’s campaign for preventive war in five ways. First, it helped the administration control the agenda for debate, which in turn assisted the effort to redefine the Iraq policy problem from regional containment to homeland defense. Although Arrovian issue manipulation is routinely used in domestic politics—for instance, the competing efforts to define the 2000 presidential election as being about the economic performance of the Clinton administration versus about the moral character of Bill Clinton—in domestic settings, normally no side has a great advantage in controlling which issue formulation becomes dominant. In national security policy, the executive branch does have such an advantage, at least in the United States; once the administration decided to redefine the issue as one of deterrence rather than containment, there was no equally prestigious institution that could contest this shift.


150. Although in law Congress has various oversight powers, it is rarely united enough to use them effectively.
Second, the White House’s authority concentrated attention on the administration’s claims, compelling critics to counterpunch point by point with limited if any opportunity to present a coherent opposing narrative. In addition, throughout the Iraq debate mainstream press and even opposition politicians often simply accepted administration claims uncritically, while even those criticisms most compelling on logic or facts were rarely reported without simultaneously granting administration claims at least equal respect. Internal critics, who were important because of the centrality of intelligence analyses in the debate, were at a special disadvantage. Internal opponents of government policy generally lack independent authority and can make their dissents public only by way of leaks, which are often delayed until after the critical decisions have been made. There have been far more anti-Iraq war leaks since the invasion than there were during the invasion debate. Further, leaks—except those by the White House itself—necessarily lack governmental authority and are treated as less credible by most of the public and the press.

Third, the administration’s authority advantage allowed it to attack the credibility of independent experts. This was important in discrediting IAEA inspection findings that Iraq did not have an active nuclear weapons program. For instance, Vice President Cheney stated in March 2003, “I think Mr. ElBaradei [director general of the IAEA] frankly is wrong. And I think if you look at the track record of the International Atomic Energy Agency and this kind of issue, especially where Iraq’s concerned, they have consistently underestimated or missed what it was Saddam Hussein was doing.”\textsuperscript{151} In fact, the IAEA’s track record on Iraq from the 1980s onward consistently demonstrated better accuracy than more alarmist critics, as U.S. intelligence agreed until the Bush administration took office. Such attacks on independent experts achieved some success; public confidence in the existence of Iraq’s nuclear program did decline during the inspection period, but only marginally. Ordinary nationalist suspicion of foreign sources of authority probably helped; in a December 2002 poll, Americans said they would trust the administration over international inspectors by a margin of 52 percent to 36 percent.\textsuperscript{152}

Fourth, careful phrasing of official rhetoric can allow even claims with especially weak evidentiary bases to be persuasive to the public, because often only experts are in a position to parse what certain official statements did and did

\textsuperscript{152} Gallup poll, December 10–11, 2002.
not say. As noted above, Bush’s 2003 State of the Union address attributed the Niger uranium story to British intelligence to avoid having to state in so many words something known to be false.

The most important use of this tactic was in encouraging public belief that Hussein had been involved in the September 11 atrocities. Without quite saying so, President Bush and other officials routinely used carefully juxtaposed formulations that placed the September 11 attacks and the alleged threat from Hussein within a few words of each other, giving the impression that there was a causal link without actually saying so. In his 2003 State of the Union address, Bush said: “Imagine those 19 hijackers with other weapons and other plans—this time armed by Saddam Hussein.” In January 2003, Wolfowitz declared, “As terrible as the attacks of September 11th were, however, we now know that the terrorists are plotting still more and greater catastrophes. . . . Iraq’s weapons of mass terror and the terror networks to which the Iraqi regime are linked are not two separate themes—not two separate threats.” Use of such rhetorical jujitsu undoubtedly accounts for why so many Americans believed that Hussein had supported the September 11 attacks.

Fifth, the authority of the White House allows even discredited claims to be repeated with some persuasive effect. Administration officials made use of this frequently during the prewar debate, and some continued to do so after the invasion. For instance, the same week the Iraq Survey Group reported that evidence of Iraqi WMD had not been found, Vice President Cheney declared that there was “conclusive evidence [that Hussein did] have programs for weapons of mass destruction” as well as “overwhelming evidence that there was a connection between al-Qaeda and the Iraqi government.”

THE WEAKNESS OF COUNTERVAILING FORCES
One of the main institutions that the marketplace of ideas theory counts on to counter myths of empire—political opposition—was largely unavailable in the Iraq case and probably cannot be counted on reliably in foreign policy debates, more generally. The other two—the press and independent experts—did not and probably cannot do much independently to contain threat inflation.


Part of the reason that the Bush administration encountered minimal organized political opposition was that the Democrats faced the classic dilemma of a faction faced with a well-designed Arrovian issue manipulation—they were split. Many prominent Democrats were persuaded that the possibility of direct attack on the United States trumped any confidence they might have had in containment as well as their qualms about regime change, while those who were not persuaded had no options. Just as slavery split the Democrats of 1860, Democratic die-hards in 2002 could not oppose the administration’s march to war and still carry the rest of their party with them.

Nonevaluation can also benefit from political opponents’ fears of seeming weak in the face of an external threat, which makes it difficult to organize unified opposition to foreign policies with muscular symbolism. In the Iraq case, more prominent Democratic politicians, especially presidential candidates, preferred to criticize administration policy from the right rather than the left. Robust opposition is typically seen only after costly policy failures, and even then with considerable delay, as in the example of congressional opposition to Vietnam in 1973–75.

Throughout the prewar debate on Iraq, the media were relatively supine, tending to report administration claims credulously, while devoting much lesser effort to investigating the validity of those claims or to reporting the views of experts who were doing so. Administration and prowar advocates also simply got disproportionate distribution. A study of network television news stories on Iraq over two weeks in January–February 2003 found that more than half of the 393 sources quoted were U.S. officials. Only 17 percent of sources quoted expressed skepticism about administration policy, most of whom were Iraqi or other foreign government officials. Only 4 percent were skeptical expressions by Americans, and only half of these had any affiliation to advocacy or expert organizations. In part, options for critical reporting were limited by the relative absence of organized political opposition, depriving the media of prominent figures around whom to center controversy.

Second, reporters may have feared loss of access to official sources if they published critical stories; during the war, numerous reporters signed agree-

156. The other skeptical expressions came in “person in the street” interviews. The study covered the nightly news broadcasts of ABC, NBC, CBS, and PBS from January 30 through February 12. FAIR. “In Iraq Crisis, Networks Are Megaphones for Official Views,” March 18, 2003, http://www.fair.org/reports/iraq-sources.html.
ments allowing the military to vet their stories. The impact of this on the content of reporting is uncertain.

Third, news organizations may judge that Americans do not want to be confronted with complex information or criticism of national policy. Such a judgment was reflected in CNN’s decision to provide two separate versions of war coverage—a “cheerleading” version for U.S. audiences, and a more balanced and complex version for the rest of the world.157

Fourth, a number of authors have proposed that conservative bias in the media favors Republican presidents and policies.158 During the 1990s most radio and television talk shows adopted conservative orientations, as has one mainstream news network, Fox. Polls show that viewers who got their news primarily from Fox were more likely than others to accept inaccurate prowar statements.159 Moderate and liberal outlets, however, are by no means excluded. The attitudes of Fox viewers could be more a self-selection effect than anything else.

Whether or not the mainstream news media are characterized by conservative bias on average, one effect of ideological fragmentation is that even the most egregious administration-promoted myths will receive support from friendly media. This in turn undermines the credibility of the media as an independent source of authority, reducing it from Walter Cronkite’s “That’s the way it is” to the staccato “I say, you say” exchanges of Crossfire.

Independent experts, mainly think tank analysts and university academics, also could not carry out the functions the marketplace of ideas assigns to them for many of the same reasons that the media could not. Academic experts are normally divided in their views and rarely present consensus opposition to administration claims. Relatively few presented comprehensive critiques, and fewer of those received wide media attention.

Further, as with the media, ideologically committed conservative think tanks

such as the Heritage Foundation and the American Enterprise Institute made it possible to confuse debate by contradicting any expert criticism with experts of apparently equal authority. Since most of the public lacks the ability to evaluate experts’ qualifications or disinterestedness, this undermined the possibility that any criticisms might be seen as authoritative or have much persuasive effect.

THE IMPACT OF SEPTEMBER 11

The World Trade Center and Pentagon terrorist attacks helped to support the Bush administration’s case for war in two ways. First, it assisted the transformation of the Iraq issue from containment to deterrence of terrorism. The attack by one enemy on American civilians made it more plausible that others might also attack, and the authority advantage of the executive branch helped to focus that fear on Iraq, rather than on proposals to concentrate first on al-Qa’ida. Second, as Robert Jervis has suggested, elevated fears of terrorism reduced Americans’ skepticism about almost any promises to decrease their personal security fears.\(^{160}\)

It is more difficult to assess, however, whether September 11 was a necessary condition for the second Gulf War. The uniqueness of the events of September 11 makes it impossible to specify all the categories of external shocks that could have been used to promote the administration’s policy goals, if not necessarily in the same way. It is even more difficult to imagine all the possible stimuli that could be used to support other, future adventures. The successful use of September 11 to promote a preventive war against an opponent unrelated to the original provocation suggests that there may often be flexibility in the use of external events to promote preferred policies.

Prospects and Risks for the Future

Should we expect the marketplace of ideas to fail again, either in the United States or other democracies, possibly with worse consequences? Some dimensions of the failure in the Iraq case appear especially egregious, but a study of a single case cannot determine whether it is an outlier or part of a pattern of more or less normal market failures. It is not even clear which interpretation

should be cause for more concern: if Iraq is an outlier, that could mean either that we should have relatively little concern for the future or that the robustness of the marketplace in the United States is deteriorating in a way not yet understood. If, however, the Iraq case is a relatively normal example, then we must fear equally severe failures, which could be especially dangerous if combined with a preventive war doctrine. What can be said is that most of the dynamics that appear to explain the Iraq outcome—the effectiveness of Arrovian issue manipulation, the information control and authority advantages of the executive in national security policy, and the fragmentation of countervailing institutions—are normally present in democracies, at least those with strong executives such as the United States.

How much danger this poses of further military adventures based on equally weak justifications is unclear, but there is some evidence that the Bush administration, at least, views preventive war as a foreign policy tool that could be used repeatedly. According to one senior official, “Iraq is not just about Iraq. [It was] a unique case,” but in Mr. Bush’s mind, “it is of a type.”161 According to Bush’s National Security Strategy, the United States “possesses unprecedented—and unequalled—strength and influence” and will seek “to dissuade potential adversaries from pursuing a military buildup in hopes of surpassing, or equaling, the power of the United States.”162

**HOW COMMON ARE THREAT INFLATION AND FAILURES OF THE MARKETPLACE?**

No depth of investigation of the Iraq case alone can provide confident predictions about future risks. That will require systematic testing across cases that vary on the key factors suggested both by the marketplace of ideas theory and by my explanation of this case. Three categories of cases must be examined: previous instances of successful (or unsuccessful) threat inflation in the United States or other democracies with strong executives; instances in democracies with weaker executives, such as Britain in the Iraq case, and assessments such as that in 1955–56 of the threat posed by President Gamal Abdel Nasser of Egypt; and nondemocratic cases.163 Across all cases, scholars should seek to

163. Snyder, Myths of Empire, studies Wilhelmine Germany, imperial Japan, and the Soviet Union.
evaluate the robustness of the institutions making up the marketplace of ideas, the power of the executive to manipulate issues and control information, the methods used to bypass or suppress the functioning of the marketplace, and the apparent reasons why the marketplace succeeded or failed as far as it did in each case.

A START AT REFORMS
Even in advance of more systematic study, what we know about the Iraq case already suggests one institutional reform, namely reducing top executives’ ability to intervene in intelligence analysis. Several methods are possible, such as lowering the number of political appointees in intelligence agencies, along the lines of the British permanent undersecretary system, and increasing the terms of service of the heads of the CIA and possibly other intelligence agencies closer to the ten years of the director of the FBI. Such measures would address only one dimension of the problem, but could be a useful start. The Bush administration, however, has proposed to move in the opposite direction by creating a new post of director of national intelligence to coordinate the work of all of the intelligence agencies, which could have the effect of increasing responsiveness to political direction.164 Judging from the Iraq case, this could reduce the quality of foreign policy decisionmaking.